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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

For a number of years the writer has observed that
adapting to the senior high school curriculum, especially
mathematics, poses a problem for many stud.ents. The prime

reason for this difficulty appears to be weak and/or

undeveloped study habits. Many potentially good mathematics

students give up on the more challenging mathematics

courses because they have l_ittle idea of how to attack a

course of study. As a result they choose courses in mathe-

matics which are below their level of ability or choose not
to study mathematics at all.

In an attempt to seek a sofution to this problem

the writer conducted an experiment which provided students

with an opportunity to closely monitor their achievement and

obtain advice on how they might improve their performance.

The experiment was conducted with a group of incoming grade

ten students and their mathematics teacher at a Winnipeg

high school. The experiment al-so measured whether counselling
students on their progress would inffuence their attitude
toward mathematics.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to determine whether

student-teacher conferences have an effect on attitude toward

and/or achievement in mathematics (Algebra) at the loo level.
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In other words, the researcher sought to assess the

effects of direct student-teacher dialogue on student

achievement in grade ten algebra and on student attitudes
towards mathematics after such conferences. This assessment

was continued for a period of four months beyond the period

of instruction.
HYPOTHESES TESTED IN THE STUDY

A. Hypotheses rel-ating_to Attitude

H0: 1.1 There is no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control and experimental groups

at the end of the 72 day experimental- period.

H0: I.2 There is no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control and experimental groups

at the end of the 4 month follow-up.
H0: L.3 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental group between measures

taken at pre-test and post-test times.

H0: I.4 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental group between measures

taken at post-test and, 4 month follow-up times.

H0: L5 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental group between measures

taken at pre-test and 4 month follow-up times.

H0: I.6 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures taken
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at pre-test and post-test times.

H0: I.7 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures taken

at post-test and 4 month foflow-up times.

H0: 1.8 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures taken

at pre-test and 4 month follow-up times.

B. Hypotheses relating to Achievement

H0: 2.r rhere is no significant difference between

the achievement means of the experimental_ and control groups

at the end of the l7-day experimentaf period.
H0 z 2.2 There is no significant difference between the

achievement means of the experimental and controf groups

at the 4 month follow-up times.

Note: Each hypothesis will be tested at the .05 fevel of
significance.

fn addition to the hypotheses to be tested the
experiment suggests the foffowing questions:

(r) rs the teacher-student conference most beneficial
to students of a particular achievement level?

(2) What is the long term effect of the program on

students ? That is, does it affect their future choice of a

mathematics program or does it affect their future achievement

in a mathematics program?

Tn part these questions may be answered by the experiment,
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but they should also be considered. as worthwhile areas

for future study.

Proc edures

Tn order to assess the impact of student-teacher con-
ferences on achievement and on attitude, the writer chose to
employ a matched group technique of experimental research.
Two groups consisting of twelve students each were selected
by a matching process from two grade ten mathematics loo
classes. The matching was based on grade nine final standings
and mathematical aptitude scores taken from students records
(see Table 1). A diagnostic test of grade nine mathematics

skifls was used to check the matching. one group was randomly

chosen as the experimentar- (conference) group: the second

group became the control (non-conference) group.

During the seventy-two day experimental period each

member of the conference group met with his mathematics

instructor once each twelve school days. conferences were

hefd out of class time (before morning ro11 cal_l or at lunch
hour) and were a maximum of fiteen minutes duration.
Discussion at the conferences centered on the students'
progress in class work and on the resufts of testing since
the previous conference. Afso discussed were method.s and

facilities the students míght use to improve his performance.

conferences terminated with a summary of the important
points raised and a commitment by the student to a particul_ar
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goal for the next twelve-day intervaf.
At the commencement of the experiment alf students

responded to an attitude scal-e designed to measure their
attitudes towards mathematics. students were re-tested
with the same attitude scale after the ?z day experimental_

peri-od and a final- time after a four month follow-up period.
Both experimental and control- groups wrote an achievement

test each twelve-day period on the work covered during that
time. Tests were of thirty-five mi_nutes duration. In
addition, an accumulative test was given at the end of the

seventy-two days. Achievement on these tests formed the

basis for discussion with students in the conference groups.

An additionaf achievement score was cafculated at the end of
the 4 month follow-up. Afl remaining students in the two

classes, incfuding those in the control group, received the

usuaf help, advice, and encouragement in the regular class-
room situation.

A comparison of the resul-ts of the achievement tests
was made between the experimental_ and, control_ groups at both

72 day and 4 month follow-up times. comparison of change of
attitude between the two groups was made at these same time

intervafs. Attitude change within each group was also
calculated.

Importance of the Study

The probl-em addressed in this study is most severe in
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many urban high schools today. Frequentl_y students are

counselled on the basis of their first term resul_ts in high

school. If their achievement or attitude in mathematics

classes is unsatisfactory they are guided into programs

which are designed for students of tesser ability, with the

result that work habits suff er due to l_ack of chaf l_enge.

The writer believes that counselling should be done

continuously in order to more adequately serve pupil needs.

Such a plan requires special consideration when

teacher timetables are constructed. Time should be allowed

for student teacher conferences, such as those conducted in
the study.

While it would be desirable to have this option at all_

grade levels, the most benefit would be derived at the grade

ten level, for at this fevel the incoming grade ten students

develop work habits and attitudes that wil_l_ help set the

pattern of their high school academic career. This process

would al-so be beneficial- for the vocationally oriented student.

Limitations of the*Study

The following factors coul-d be considered to have

affected the resufts of the study:

l-. Students in the two groups were matched on the

basis of their grade nine final mark in mathematics and their
mathematical- ability scores. Their finaf standing i-n grade

nine mathematics is not standardized - the students come from
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as many as twelve different teachers in three Junior High

feeder school-s with the corresponding variation in standards.

2, The validity and reliability of the achievement

tests must be considered as limiting factors as they were

teacher constructed.

3. Achievement tests for the two groups were not

identicaf as it was not possible to test all the students

together. As a result there was some transfer of information
between members writing the parallel tests.

4. Students were not randomly assigned to the two

groups.

Definitions
Achievement: For purposes of this stud.y, achievement

is defined as the ability to appfy the concepts of the

Algebra 100 course.

Achievement tests: Tests designed by the writer to

examine the students'ability to apply the concepts in the

Algebra 100 course.

Attitude: Befiefs about a subject, or prejudices

favourabfe or unfavourable to it, that matter to an indj-vidual.
Conference: A IO-I5 minute discussion between a

student and his mathematics teacher, the purpose of which

is to examine the students' progress in the course of study
and how he might improve it. conferences were non-tutorial
in nature and were held outside of regular schoof hours.
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Conference group: the experimental_ group.

Summary

Those of us who enjoy mathematics wish to share that
enjoyment with as many students as possibfe. Many students

exclude themsefves from this enjoyment because they are

uncertain about what is required for success in mathematics,

or because they need a cfoser monitoring to ensure that they

are following the path to success in mathematics.

The experiment will_ determine what effect a closer
monitoring of students progress has on their achievement

and attitude toward mathemati_cs.

0rganization of the Thesis

Chapter I contai_ned a background to the study with the

statement of purposes, hypothesis to be tested, the signifi-
cance of the study, limitations and definitions. The

chapter concluded with a summary.

A review of curcent research in the area of the present

study is contained in the .second. chapter.
A detailed examination of the experimental design and

procedures is presented in the third chapter.

The analysis of the data from the study and the summary

tables are in chapter four.

The final- chapter contains a summary of the study,

concl-usions from the data, and recommendations for future study.



CHAPTER TI

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

Thís chapter presents a review of literature under

the following five headings:

1. The effect of student teacher conferences on

achievement and attitude in mathematics.

2. The development and modification of attitude towards

mathematics.

3. The effect of special programs on attitude towards

mathematics.

4. The effect of attitude on achievement.

5. Teacher attitude and behaviour as a means of
improving student attitude toward mathematics.

The chapter concludes with a sunmary of the important

findings.

1. Re¡1þw o{ Rgsegrch relating to the Effect of Student-
Teacher Conferences on Attitude and Achievernent

A study entitled "Motivational Effect of Individual
conferences and Goal setting on Performance and Attitudes
in Arithmetic" (L968, Barbara J. Kennedy) was the only study

found to have a simifarity to the present experiment. The

subjects of the study were 48 predominantly negro, low-socio-
economic status, third and fourth graders from J arithmetic
classes representing high, medi_um and low achievement. The

children were randomly assigned to a control group, or to one

of three experimental- groups: (1) a group of students who
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were told to do their best, (2) a group setting their own

weekly goals, (3) a group in which the children's weekly

goals were set by the teacher in conference with the student.

The study ran for a periçd of 6 weeks and was designed

to answer the followíng questions: What are the effects of

individual conferences on the acquisition and retention of
arithmetic skills? What are the effects of individual
conferences on attitude change?

Results of the experiment were stated as: (1) children
who attended conferences performed better than those who

had not | (2) children with specific goals performed better
than those who had self set goa1s, (3) frigh achievement

students reflected positive attitude change whil_e l_ow

achievers reflected negative attitude changes 
"

2.(a) Review of Research on lnlhen Attitudes are Developed

Prospective teachers enrolfed in Education classes at

the University of California provided Dutton (f954, p.28)

with their personal experience that attitudes toward mathe-

matics were developed at all- grades. They recalled that
the most crucial times for their attitude formation were

grades three to six. The early junior high grades were also

cited as important, with a rapid decline in attitude develop-

ment experienced during the high school years.

A later study (L956, p.zl) in which Dutton involved

459 junior high students in a similar survey, had attitude
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development reaching maximums between grades three and

seven, with peak growth occurring at grades five and

seven. A marked decline in positive atti-tude was observed

at the grade eight and grade nine l-evel.

Studies by Smith (1964) and V\lhite (1964) point out

that attitudes were developed throughout the grades, but

that the intermediate grades four to sj-x were most inffuen-
tiaf in developing attitudes towards mathematics. A study

by Stright (t960, p.283) concluded that definite attitudes
have been developed by the third grade.

2.(b) Review of Research on Vtihen Attitudes are Modified.

A study by Francis (f970) found that younger child.ren

change more in their attitude during the year. A longi-
tudinal study involving grade five and six students in 1960

and the same students in grades el-even and twelve (Anttonen,

1966, p.+?O) showed a low but significant (r.30) positive

correlatj-on between elementary attitude scores and secondary

attitude scores. Malone and Fred (f951+, p.607 ) found that
attitudes were firmly developed by high school. Dutton's

(f956, p.22) study revealed that pupil-s recognized. changes

in attitude (either favorable or unfavorable) during one or

two years in the junior high school.

F.M. Roberts (t970, p.792) measured attitudes of 323

students and 112 teachers in three high schools. The rather

small difference found between student scores and teacher
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scores suggested that attitudes towards mathematics once

adopted may be relatively stable over the years.

3. Research on Spectat program
Ãtti-tudes

This àrea of experimentation dominates the published

fiterature. A small- number of sel-ected samples are
described bel_ow.

Two studies by Martens and Johnson with erementary

students attempted to determine the effect of homework on

attitude and achievement. The rg?z study found a signifi-
cant improvement in computationaf and probl-em solving skills
with the homework-parental involvement groups. Neither
study produced significant changes in attitud.e.

A study by J.A. Tupesis (r9?z) invorving high school
sl-ow track geometry students in a homework-no homework

situation found no significant difference between the groups

in attitude. A two-year acceleration and enrichment program

done with five high intelligence grade nine cfasses found

no significant change in attitude between contror and

enrichment groups (Arend.s , 196+) . An enrichment unit in
probability and statistics with a grade nine general math

group (shulte, 196? ) proved ineffective in improving either
computational skil-ls or attitudes toward mathematics.

Mathematics games as a means of improving attitudes and

learning skilfs were used in a stud.y by Burgess (tg6g) .
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The eight week experiment (control group having pencil and

paper activity sheets) vielded significant changes in
attitude favoring the games group and significant diff-
erences in achievement by the control group. A learning
games and student teams study by Edwards and Devries (tgZz)

found improved attitude toward mathematics classes
but yiefd.ed no significant achievement difference.

A study on the effects of a mod.ern mathematics

program versus a traditi-onal program on attitude and

achievement (Ryan, 196? ) found that the modern program had

no significant effect on the attitudes of the eleventh
grade students. This finding is borne out in stud.i_es by

stibal- Qgaz) and yasui (L96?) who afso compared attitudes
towards a modern mathematics versus a traditi-onal program.

Laboratory programs conducted by Smith (t9?Ð, and

simpson (t973), found. no significant difference in student
attitudes. A similar study by Gray (L9?3) found improved

attitudes in a small- number of cases, while Hollis (19?z)

found that with slow l-earners at the lower grade levels
l-aboratory work facilitated a positive attitude towards

mathematics - especially in a socially deprived area. A study
by Koch (1973) which hypothesized that a lab, multi-sensory
(use of visual, written and aud.itory materials), drill and

practise approach would improve attitudes was not substantiated.
Desk calcufators (when used to check answers to math
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probfems) improved attitude significantly in a six month

study by Advani (tg|Z) involving eighteen 12 to 15 year

olds with learning difficufties and behavioural problems.

Favorable attitudes towards mathematics were also obtained

i-n a (printing) cafculator study of fow-achieving Miami

high school students (Ellis and Corum, f96l+).

rndividualized instruction was found to promote in-
creased attitude and achievement in a l_ower soci_o-economic

area of New York city (Porter Efementary school study, r9?z) .

Although no significant increase was observed in achievement,

an elementary school individualized. program study by

Meade and Griffin (L969) found a positive increase in
teacher and student attitude.

A study on the effect of programmed instruction on

improvement of attitud.e and achievement (Davis and Bannirg,

1968) aiO not significantly improve either but it was

discovered that the pre-measured, attitud.es were the best
predictors of final grades, with attitudes toward teachers
being the single most important predictor variable.

A non-graded secondary school when compared with a

graded one showed no significant difference between schools

in attitudes towards mathematics (Steere, L96?), A

continuous progress plan in grades four, five and six
(VVilliams, 19?3) viefded no significant difference in atti-
tude when compared to a traditional_ program.
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Studies involving grouping of low-achievers in grades

three and four (Stern, I97I), discovery type teaching

with low-achieving grade tens (Kleclcrer, 1968) , and two-

semester versus three-semester programs with weak grade

nines (Posamentier, I9?3) all failed to produce significant
attitude changes.

4. Review of the Literature on Effect of Attitude on

"0bviously, the assessment of attitudes towards math-

ematics would be of less concern if attitudes were not thought

to affect performance in some way." (Aiken, 1970, p.558) .

The longitudinal study by Anttonen (L968) (mentioned

under heading two of this chapter) stated that achievement

was greater for students whose attitudes had remained

favourable or had become favourable since grades five and

six.

Neale (t969, pp.63t-640) and Husen QgeZ, p.t+?) have

reported that correlations between attitude and. achievement

are consistent between .20 and .40. Brou¡ir and Abell (t965,

p.549) found that the correlation between pupil attitud"e

toward a subject and achievement in that subject was

higher for arithemtic than for spelling, reading, or language.

Social learning theory as analysed by Zimbardo,

Ebbeson, and Maslach (1977) would tink attitude and achieve-

ment in a reciprocal interaction. This interaction is
explained as . . . "the likelihood of a specific behaviour i_s
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determined by the consequences the person expects wifl
fofl-ow the performance of that behaviour. rf the conse-

quences are positive or rewarding, the behaviour is likely
to recur. rf they are negative or punishing, the beha-

viour is not likely to recur." (p.Bl).
rn the view of this theory it appears that the best

way to improve attitude is to improve achievement; and

that the best way of maintaining a good attitud.e is to
maintain achievement.

5. Research on the Effect of Teacher Behaviour andas t M".t=-o@"ãT ÃEîEdde-lo,^'ard
lvtãTirernaTÏ¿s

Attitude

It is generally held that teacher attitude and

effectiveness in a particular subject e¿re important d.eter-
minants of student attitudes and. performance in that subject.

Poffenberger and Norton (L956, p.116) suggest that
three major teacher qualities can affect the attitud.e of
studentsr (t) ttre display of strong interest in the subject;
(2) the indication of a desire to have the stud.ents under-
stand the materiar; (3) the display of good control of the
class without being overly strict.

Phillips Ggeg) claims that his
to authoritative opinion by províding

teacher's attitude toward arithmetic
related to the student's attitude and

study "l-ends support

evidence that the

is significantly
achievement." G.502).

. "teachers who areByars (tgZl) has ctaimed that
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indirect, use stud.ent ideas more than an average amount,

have more student tafk than the average amount, have

better achievement and attitudes toward mathematics" (p.14).
Aiken and Dreger (tg6t, p.?) found that mathematics

attitudes are positively correfated with subjects' ratings
of former mathematics teachers. Bassham, Murphy and

Murphy (t964), state that "the sense of oneness in purpose

between members of the group and between the teacher and

the group is one of the most powerful factors in modifying
attitude toward mastery." (p.Z).

Tuloch (f95?, pp.5?5-6) tists eight characteristics
of teachers which l-essen or remove unfavourable attitudes:
(1) set individ.ual goals to assure more possibility of
success, (2) frequentry judge the performance ability of
each pupil and gear expectancy to make possible numerous

rewards, (3) strive for interest by using puzzÌes, games,

etc. , (4) praise worthy accompl-ishments instantfy and

sincerely, (5) discover as much as possible how the child
performs mathematical exercises, (6) teach for real under-
standing and evafuate understanding, (?) convey to the
chil-d in the best possibre way your interest in him and

your concern for his welfare, (B) avoid criticism and sarcasm.

0'Reilly (L975, p.I?) claims that the psychologicat
cl-i-mate of a cfassroom has an effect on the learning and

attitudes of the students. He suggests that the teachers
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should develop techniques for ímproving this cfimate.
Torrance et al (t966) studied the attitudes of I2l

grade six to grade twelve students and teachers who par-

ticipated in a program to evaluate SMSG instructional mat-

erials. Teacher effectiveness was found to have a
positive effect on student attitudes toward teachers,

methods, and overall school climate.

Tt has been observed that students who do not do wel-l_

in a subject may develop negative attitudes towards that
subject. An investigation by Aiken and Dreger (L96L)

found that college men who disliked mathematics (as con-

trasted with those who liked mathematics) said that their
previous mathematics teachers had been more impatient and

hostife. College women who disliked mathematics (in
contrast to those who liked mathematics) tended to view

theír mathematics teachers as more impatient, less caring,
gri-m, brutal, dull, lacking in sub j ect knowled.ge, and not
knowing how to teach mathematics.

SummarJ

A search of published and unpublished materiar on the

effect of student-teacher conferences on attitude and

achievement in mathematics yielded onry one study. Resufts

of this study indicated that children setting specific
goals (in conference with the teacher) performed better
than those who had not.
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Crucial times for the development of attitude were

found to be the latter elementary school grades and early
Junior High school grades, though attitudes were developed

at all grade levefs. Grades eight and nine showed a marked

decfine in attitude formation, a decline which conti_nued

through the high school_ years. This find.ing could affect
the outcome of the present study, since the subjects are

being monitored at a time when attitude formation is at a

lower fevef.
Attitude modification is more noticeable with younger

chifdren, although modification (both favourabfe and

unfavourabl-e) appears to be continuous i_n grade school .

Stability of attitude increases toward the upper high

school- grades. fn light of these findings it appears that
attempting to alter attitudes of senior high school- students

invofves a good measure of difficulty.
Numerous studíes have been undertaken to assess the

impact of special programs on change of attitude. Some of
those cited in this chapter (laboratory approach, learning
games approach, individualized programs, desk calculators)
yielded significant positive attitude changes over the

interval of the study.

The interest in attitude modification results from the

feeling that attitudes toward mathematics affect achievement

in mathematics. Studies indicate that students having
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good achievement in mathematics usually have good atti-
tudes towards that subject. on the other hand there is
evídence that poor attitude and poor achievement are also

mutually reinforcing.

Teacher attitude towards a subject, toward.s his
students, and the climate he tries to maintain in a crass-
room have all been cited as determiners of student attitude
towards a subject. Teachers who hel-p each chitd to set
his own goals, provi-de more opportunity for student talk,
use student ideas more often, praise accomplishments, and

show a genuine interest in their students are aiding the
development and maintenance of a good attitude towards

their subject area and themselves.

The intent of the study descri-bed herein is to deter-
mine if attitude and./or achievement can be significantly
affected by student-teacher (goal setting) interviews. rt
is felt that a frequent assessment of student performance

and the increase in rapport which resufts from conferences

with the students will contribute to positive growth in
both attitude and achi_evement.
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EXPER]MENTAL DESTGN

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the study

in detail. The school- settirg, the sefection of subjects,

the instrumentation, the stud.ent-teacher conferences,

the hypotheses tested, and the treatment of data will be

outl-ined.

The School Setting

The subjects in the experiment were sel-ected from two

Mathematics 100 classes at Kefvi-n High Schoof in the

lttlinnipeg School Division. The school- operates classes in
grades ten, efeven and twelve. The majority of the grade

ten mathematics students are graduates of three junior high

feeder schools: Earl Grey, J.B. Mitchell, and River Heights

There are approximately 860 students at Kefvin, witin 2BJ

of these j-n grade ten.

The school timetable is based on a six day cycle with
eight periods per day. Each grade ten student has six
mathematics perì-ods per cycle; two of these are single per-

iods (of 35 minutes duration), the remaining four cfasses

are timetabled as two double periods.

Selection of Subiects

In the spring of 1979 tinetable arrangements were made

to enabfe the writer to teach two classes of Mathematics

100. In August when the junior high student records were
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avaifabte for the incoming grade ten students, the grade

nine mathematics scores were recorded for each member of
the two cl-ass groups. Differentiaf Aptitude Test scores

were afso recorded for those students who had written this
test battery in junior high school. Using these two sets

of measures a preliminary matching of subjects from the

two class groups was done. Fifteen pairs of students were

set up in this manner, the maximum number possible d.ue to

the availability of records.

0n the second class day in September, a diagnostic test
was administered to both classes. The test was constructed

locally and incl-uded arithmetic and algebra skifls that
form the grade nine mathematics curiculum (see Appendix

C ) . Results of the test were used to check the 15 matchings

made earlier.

By the end of the first week severaf students on the

original cl-ass l-ists had not reported to school or, because

of program changes had transferred to other mathematics

classes within the school. After making adjustments to the

matched pairs to compensate for losses of stud.ents, the

totaf number of pairs was reduced to ten. At the end of
the first week in September the groups were finalized, and

the experimental_ group randomly chosen.
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The Experimental_ Group

At the beginning of the second week of school_ in
september members of the experimental group attended a 30

minute meeting with their mathematics instructor. The

purpose and format of the experiment were detailed to them

at that time. Their invofvement in the experiment was

requested. The students were tord. that al_l_ information
from interviews and any test results woul_d be treated with
confidence. They were to be provi-ded. with an opportunity
to see the resufts of the experiment when it was completed.

rnformation relating to their match in the control
group was not provided to members of the experimental group.

scheduling of conference times was afso handled at this
meeting.

The Control_ Group

Members of the control group were not notified of
their invofvement in the experiment. However,they may

have received some indication that the experiment was in
progress from their colleagues in the other cfass group.

Instrumentation

The following were considered to be the dependent

variabfes for the experiment.

1. Algebra skills achievement tests (Appendix D)

Each twelve school- days students in both class groups

wrote an achievement test on the section of the algebra
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course covered during that time period. Results of these

tests formed the base for discussion at the subsequent

student-teacher conference. Duri-ng the experimental
period, students in both cfass groups wrote five skills
tests of the type described above, each test covering a

35 minute class period. At the end of the rz cycle time
period each student wrote an accumulative test on alf the

algebra skil-ls covered during the experimental period..

Test dates were set at l-east three days in advance. The

accumulative test was planned (with student knowledge) for
mid Decernber and suitable review material and summaries

were given to both classes.

2. Attitude (post Test) scale

0n the first day of cfass in september, students of
both classes responded to an attitude scale (pre-test).
Assurance was given that resufts of the test were not to
be used in determining grad.es (see attitude scale in Appendix

B).

The Mathematics Attitude scale was developed in 196r

by Aiken and Dreger and was found to have a reliability of
0.94 for test-retest. The attitude scale is composed of
twenty items: ten items represented positive attitudes
toward math, and ten items represented negative attitudes.
The scale was scored using the Likert method of summated

ratings. The student reacted to each of the zo items on
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a five point scale ind.icating whether he strongly agreed.,

agreed, neither agreed nor disagreed., disagreed, or
disagreed strongly. values of one to five were assigned
to a positive statement begirming with strong disagreement:
a reversaf of values was assi_gned. for statements reflecting
an unfavourable attitude. The maxi_mum favourabfe score
obtainable was l-00, the maximum unfavourable score was 20,
while a neutral_ score was 60.

The same attitude scale was administered at the end

of the experiment (after ?z days ) and. a final time four
months after the experimental- period as a follow up.
Student-T eacher Conferenc es

The experimental treatment consisted of having each

member of the experimental group meet with ltis/ner math-
ematics instructor every twelve days at a pre-arranged time.
conferences were conducted. before morning rolf cal_l_, after
noon dismissal, or before afternoon roll cafl_ and were of
10-15 minute duration.

conferences examined progress during the previous
twefve days and how that progress coufd be continued or
improved upon. Afso discussed was recent progress in the
context of the years' wcrk.

Each conference ended with a summary (of recent progress)
and a commitment by the stud.ent for the next two cycles'
work. (See conference schedule, Appendix E).
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Hypotheses_Tested in the Study

A. Hypotheses relating to Attitude
H0: f .l- There is no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control_ and experimental

groups at the end of the 12 day experimental period.

H0; I.2 There j_s no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control and experimental

groups at the end of the four month follow-up.
H0: I.3 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental- group between measures

taken at pre-test and post-test times.

H0: L.4 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental group betwecn measures

taken at post-test and 4 month fo11ow-up times.

H0: L5 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the experimental group between measures

taken at pre-test and 4 month follow-up times.

HO: I.6 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures

taken at pre-test and post-test times "

H0: I.7 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures

taken at post-test and. 4 month follow-up times.

H0: 1.8 There is no significant difference in the

attitude scores of the control group between measures
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taken at pre-test and 4 month foll_ow-up times.
B. Hypotheses retating to Achievement

H0: 2.r rhere is no significant difference between

the achievement means of the experimentaf and control
groups at the end of the l7-d,ay experimental period.

H0: 2,2 There is no significant difference between

the achievement means of the experimental and controf
groups at the 4 month follow-up time.
Note: Each hypothesis witl_ be tested at the .05 fevel of
significance.

Treatment of the Data

Achievement Scores

The analysis used to test for significant differences
in achievement was the t-test. The t-test is used to
compare the means of two groups, and was used in this
instance to test for significant differences between the
means of the control and experimental groups at two diff-
erent time intervals (?z days and 4 month foflow-up).
Attitude Scores

An analysis of variance was run on the three attitude
measures (pre-test, 12 d,ays, 4 months) for each of the two

groups. rn addition the t-test was used to test for
significant differences between control group and experi-
mental- group means at each of the three time intervals.
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Summary

A sample of ten students from each of two grade ten
mathematics 100 were selected and matched on the basis of
grade nine achievement scores and differential aptitude
scores. One group was designated the control group, the
other the experimental group.

As the experimentar- treatment members of the experimen-

tal group attended individual conferences with their
mathematics instructor each twelve school days. conference
time was used to discuss recent progress, to discuss
means by which progress might be ímproved, and to set
performance goals for the next twefve d.ay period.

The dependent variables in the stud.y were the
achievement and attitude scores of the two groups. This
chapter described the measuring instruments used. Hypo-

theses tested were cited and statistical treatments were

desci'ibed.
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ANALYS]S OF DATA

Chapter fV contains an analysis of the data gene-

rated by the study. Each hypothesis stated in chapter r
is tested; the test results are presented along with the

supporting data.

The Anafyses

A. Hypotheses Rel_ating to Attitude
Hypotheses 1.1 and 1.2 were tested using the t-test.
H0: 1.1_ There is no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control- and experj_mental group

at the end of the 72 day e;rperímental period.

Table 2

Summary of Attitude Measures for Two Groups at 2 Davs

C ontrol
Group
Mean

Experimental S .D. of
Diff.I

0

u

2

Grou'p Mean Calc. t. D.F.

70.7 Áoo 5"56 .L+4 1B

Note: ât .05 levef , theoretical t - f .?34

As a result of the data in Table Z , the null_ hypo_

thesis was accepted.

H0: L.2 There is no significant difference between

the attitude measures of the control and experimental groups

at the end of the four month follow-up.
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Tabfe 3

Summary of Attitude Measures for Two Groups
at 4 Month Follow-up *

C ontrol_
Group Experimentaf

No. Mean Group Mean Calc. t. D.F.
S.D. of
urff.

20 o9.o o).o 6.36 .629

Note: at .05 level, theoretical_ f, = I.?3+
As a result of the data in Table 3 , the nulf hypo-

thesis was accepted.

Hypotheses I.3, 1.4 and l_.5 were tested using an

analysis of variance (see Table 4 ). As a result of the

data in this tab1e, the following decisions were made.

H0: I.3 The null hypothesis that there would be no

significant difference in attitude measures for the exper-

imental group between pre-test and post test times was

accepted.

HO: 1.þ The null- hypothesis that there woufd be no

significant difference in attitude measures for the exper-

imental group between post-test and 4 month follow-up

times was accepted.

H0: 1.5 The null hypothesis that there would be no

significant difference in attitude change for the exper-

imental group between pre-test and þ month follow-up times

was accepted.

1B



Source

Table 4

Analysis of Variance for Experimental Group
on Attitude Measures Across Three time fntervals

Subj ects

Treatment

Error

Total

D.F.

o

2

1B

20

Note: ât the .o5 tevel of significance F crit. = +.Ur for d.f. z, 18.

Sum of Squares

3678 .5Br

2or.B52

1060 .813

494L.246

Mean Squares

4oB.73L

roo.926

58 .93

F Ratio

L.7I

U)
¡\)
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Hypotheses I.6, I.7 and 1.8 were tested using an

anaÌysis of variance. Table J shows the resufts of this
analysis. Table 6 gives the resufts of Duncan's Multiple
Range Test, used to determine which of the means were

significantly different .

H0: I.6 The null hypothesis that there woufd be no

significant difference in the attitude scores of the controf
group between measures at pre-test and post-test times

was rejected. A signifícant difference was found (.05

1evel ) .

H0 : I.7 The nutl_ hypothesis that there would be no

significant dj-fference in the attitude scores of the contro]
group between measures at post-test and ll month follow-up
time was accepted.

H0: 1.8 The null_ hypothesis that there woufd be no

significant difference in the attitude scores of the control_

group between measures at pre-test and 4 month follow-up
time was rejected. A significant difference was found (.05

1evel) .



Source

Table 5

, Analysis of Variance for Control Group
on Attitude Measures Across Three lime Intêrvals

Subj ects

Treatment

Error

Total-

D.F.

9

2

1B

)o

ìêSignificant at the .05 l_evel (F .O5 = 4.4t for d.f . Z,IB) ,

Sum of Squares

5to7 .516

2+2.090

444 .578

579+.18¿f

Mean Squares

56? .5oz

rzl.O45

24.70

F Ratio

4.90.r

\,
+-



Tabl-e 6

Duncan's Multiple Range Test Applied to the DifferencesBetween K = J Attitud.e means. -rne Analysis of variancefor the control Group Attitude Measureã" a""o"" Three timeIntervafs is given iñ ta¡te 5 .

Means

64.20

69.60

¡t
Pre-test

6Lt,.2o

-)i Significance at the .05 f evel

ÐD

4 mos.
69.60

5.40r,

C

72 days
70.?o

B

6 .5ox

l_ .10

C

Shortest
Significant
Ranges

Ðtr2

R^)

4 .52

4.r+

\,
L^
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B, Hypotheses Relating to Achievement

Hypotheses 2.I and 2.2 were tested using the t-test.
H0: 2.I There is no significant difference between

the achievement means of the experimental and control
groups at the end of the l2-day experimental_ period.

Table 7

Summary of Achievement Measures for Two Groups at 22 Days

Control
Group Experimental S.D. of

No. Mean Group Mean Diff. Cafc. t. D.F.

20 7r.B 6z .5 5.r3 .839 18

Notez at the .05 fevel, theoretical_ f, = f .734

As a resuft of the data in Tabfe / the nufl_ hypothesis

was accepted.

H0: 2.2 There is no significant difference between the

achievement means of the experimentaf and control groups

at the 4 month fof l-ow-up times.

Table B

Summary of Achievement Measures
for Two Groups at þ month Follow-up

C ontrol_
Group Experimental_ S .D. of

No. Mean Group Mean Diff. Calc. t. D.F.

20 63.+ 57 .9 5.72 .961 18

Note: at the .05 levef , theoretical t - I.?3+
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As a resul_t of the data in Tabfe B , the null hypo_

thesis was accepted.

Summary of the Findings of the Study

Analyses were conducted on the achievement and

attitude ratings of two groups of students who received

different treatment ever the period of the experiment.

Findings on Attitude
No significant differences were found (t-test at the

,05 level) between the experimental and. controf group

attitude means at either of the three time intervafs. A

comparison of the three attitude means of the experimental
group using an analysis of variance did not yield signifi-
cant differences. However, significant F ratios were

found when controf group attitude means were compared. The

significant differences were d.etected between pre-test and

72 day means, and between pre-test and 4 month follow-up
means.

Findings on Achievement

No significant t vafues were found in the analyses

used to determine if differences in achievement means

existed.



Group

-.Comparison of Mean Attitud.e and AchievementScores at pre-experimental, post-experimental,
and ¿L__mo4ür_Iptlow-úp Timeä

Attitude controf
Attitude experimental

Achievenent control_

Achi evement experimental_

Table 9

Pre-Test

64.2

63.?

Post-Experimental

70"7

Áoo

7T.B

6z .5

4 month Follow-up

6g.e

o). o

63.t+

<ro

\,
@



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUS]ONS, RECOIW/IENDATIONS

As a resuft of the experimental data analysed,

severaf concfusions can be drawn and recommendations made.

rn order to make these conclusions and recommendations

more meaningful, a brief summary of the entire study will
be presented at this point.

Summary of the Study

The purpose of this study was to d.etermine whether

student-teacher conferences had an effect on student
achievement in the Mathematics loo cours e and./or student
attitude towards mathematics. Questions to be answered.

by the study weret (t) are there significant differences
in achievement for students invofved in the conferences as

compared to students not invofved in the conferences? (z)

are there significant changes in attÍtude for the conference
group or the control group at different time intervals?

A review of current fiterature revealed only one study
that had been conducted to determine the effect of student-
teacher goal setting conferences on achievement. Reports

on any similar studies were unavailable from the usual
sources.

The amount of literature dealing with attitude toward

mathematics was plentiful and the foflowing conclusions
were evident:
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(1) Attitudes are developed throughout all grades

but predominantry grades four to eight; (z) attitudes can

be modified more easily with younger chifdren; (3) it
becomes increasingfy difficult to mod.ify attitudes beyond

the grade eight tevef; (4) positive attitudes towards a
school subject were generally associated with good. achieve-
ment in that subject; (5) improvement in attitude was

facilitated by positive teacher attitude, positive parent

attitude, and good classroom climate.
To conduct the current study a group of ten students

was selected from each of two grade ten class uni_ts.

selecti-on of the group was made by matching pairs of stud-
ents on their grade nine finar achievement scores, and

verbal and numerical ability scores from a battery of
differential aptitude tests. Matchings were further checked

using results of a diagnostic test of grade nine mathe-

matics skills.

One group of ten students was randomly designated as

the experimental group. As the experimental treatment,
members of the experimentaf group met with their mathematics

teacher once each twerve school days for a 15 minute con-

ference. conferences were designed to examine recent
student progress and to provide suggestions as to novt he/
she might improve that progress. The experiment ran for a

period of 72 school days. During this time the experimental
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group met with their instructor six times.

Members of the controf group were unaware of their
involvement in the experiment. They were treated as part
of a regular teaching group. progress reports, encourage-

ment and suggestions for improvement were handled as an

in-class matter.

Achievement (one of the d.ependant variabl_es) was

measured for all students by means of five 35 minute

algebra skill-s tests. At the conclusion of the program

all students wrote an accumul-ative test on all- algebra

skills covered during the experimentar period. Four months

after the experiment terminated. an achievement score was

cafculated for that foflow-up interval. The mean achieve-

ment scores for the experimental- and control groups were

compared using the t-test.
Attitude toward mathemati-cs (the second dependant

variable) was measured using a scal-e developed by Aiken

and Dreger. The attitude scafe was used as a pre-test, as

a post-test, and at the end of a four month follow-up
period. using the analysis of variance, attitude scores

were compared across these time intervals for each group.

rn addition the three attitud.e scores for the two groups

were compared using the t-test.
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The Findings

1. Achievement scores of the group which received the
conferences and those of the control group did not differ
significantly at either post experimental or u month

foll-ow-up times.

2. Attitude measures of the experimental group d.id

not differ significantly across any of the three times:
pre-test to post-test, post-test to 4 month follow-up, or
pre-test to 4 month follow-up.

3. Attitude measures of the control group showed

a significant difference between pre-test and post-test
times. The difference in measures between pre-test and

4 month fofl-ow-up times was also significant for this group.
4. The attitud.e measures for the two groups were

compared at each of the three time intervals. No signi_
ficant difference was found.

Conclusions

Experimental Group Achievement

Through personal experience and in the experience of
colleagues it is perceived that students whose achievement
in mathematics has been l-ess than average are more tense,
participate less, and. are more withdrav¡n in mathematics
classes. A worthwhile side effect of this study was to make

students of the above menti-oned group more relaxed and more
willing to parti-cipate in their mathematics classes.
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Further evidence of the meani-ngfulness of the exper-

iment was provided by two students from the experimental
group who requested (and were permitted) to continue the

conferences for several weeks beyond. the end of the exper-

iment. They felt that the periodic detailed assessment

gave them a better knowledge of their progress, and made

them more enthusiastic in their quest for success.

As evidenced from Table p, the mean achievement scores

for the experimental- group showed. a large drop between the
time of the termination of the 12 d,ay experiment and the
time of the 4 month folrow-up. The following factors were

noted to have contri-buted in some way to this drop, (1)

students in the age group of the subjects are developing

other interests and other directions for their energies:
(2) the time of year during which the folfow-up measurements

were taken (January to April) is a time when stud.ents are
somewhat fess than enthusiastic about their studies: (3)

the removal of the supportive measures that were introduced
as part of the experimental program.

Experimentaf Group Attitude
The absence of a significant increase in attitude

measures for the experimental group agrees with previous

research which concludes that attitude is firmly developed.

before high school. The tendency for attitudes to remain

stabl-e once adopted, as cited by Anttonen, may also have
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accounted for this outcome.

The small increase, though not significant might be

attributed to the fact that the study provided conditions

cited by Tulock as necessary for removing unfavourable

attitudes. The conditions being: setting individual goals,

frequent judging of performance, conveying interest and

concern for the child's welfare, showing pleasure at success

and improvement, and avoiding criticism and sarcasm.

Control Group Attitude

The significant difference in attitude for the

control group (pre-test to post-test) is difficult to

explain. The higher achievement measures in the group may

have acted as a positive reinforcement for their attitudes.

Maintaining this higher achievement level- through to the

4 month foflow-up time could serve to maintain the attitude

l-evel of the control group at the significantly higher

f evel-.

Relationship Between Attitude and Achievement i4 the Study

Highest achievement measures occur at the same time

as the highest attitude measures for both experimental

and control groups (see Table 9). This is in accord with

Social Learning Theory which maintains that attitude and

achievement are mutually reinforcing. In addition, this

association between attitude and achievement was reported

in studies by Anttonen (t968), Neale (L969), and Brown and

Abel (1965) .
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Recommendations

It is possible to improve on severaf facets of the
current study. Means for improvement (in the event of
replication) are suggested. in this section. Recommendations

for the school- are contained in a concluding section.
For Further Study

The writer suggests that the present study be repli-
cated incorporating the following changes in design. The

number of subjects j-n the stud.y should be increased. to at
feast twenty per group. This would. all-ow for more mean-

ingful results and enabl-e the experimenter to determine

if a particular level of student derives more benefit
from the program.

selection of subjects by matching should be avoided..

subjects should be randomly chosen and randomly assigned

to the experimental- and control groups. The experiment

could be conducted as effectively by having membership in
the groups cross class boundaries. Both groups should be

taught by the same instructor as was the case in the present

study.

students in both groups should write a pre-test and

post-test on algebra skilrs in addition to the pre and

post attitude scale. This woufd afl-ow a more accurate

statistical assessment of the study. The analysis of co-
variance technique could be used to eliminate the possibi-
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lity of having groups of unequal ability.
The time interval of the study was found. to be satis-

factory: the program was completed. before the Christmas

break, thus avoiding the possibil_ity of a foss in contin-
uity. The frequency and format of the student-teacher

conferences seemed adequate.

For the School_

Based on the findings of the study, the writer suggests

that the following measures be taken in the next school

year. First and most critical to the success of a program

such as that conducted in this study, the schoo] administra-
tion and all mathematics teachers must be convinced of the

benefits of the program and must be supporti-ve of it.
Duri-ng the next school- year three classes of grade ten

mathematics (both levefs represented) should be invofved

in the program. Although some personal time of staff members

would be required, conference ti-mes could be almost com-

pletely schedufed during resource centre time (zr0 minutes

per six day cycle for each member of the mathematics depart-

ment. )

Parents of all students in the program would be con-

tacted, the program explained to them, and a closer home-

school contact woufd be instituted during the course of the

year.

A regular assessment of the program would be conducted
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during the year, and a decision as to the possible invol-
vement of all- grade ten classes, or possibly cfasses of
other grades woul_d be made during the spring term.
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KFLVIru F{[GH SCFdOOS_

Home of the Clippers

l4arch L9, L979"

RespectfulLg you.t"s,

Ed Melnyk"

Mathenatic s D epar trnent.

G. H. Phillips, 8.A,, B.Ed.
Pr¡nc¡pal

P. E. G. Kallos, 8.A., B.Ed
Vice-Principal

Miss V. G. Johnson,
Area 3 Superintendent.

Deaz, Miss JoLtnson:

In oz,de.r to. eo.mpLete my l,I. Ed. prlogran at the Faculty of
Education it is nee,essara that r lo a ,n"narch paper com-
meneing in tLte FaLL of 1gzg. My p:r,oject utilL tnu'olue tuo
groups of Gz'ade x Math i.00 students--each group to contain
L2 sktdents" rt aould be beneficiaL i.f nablt grorp could be
contained as paz,t oi a sepaz'ate cLass.- (tt u¿7t not be neces-
sary to creq,te any speeiaL sized classes: Mr. petey, KaLLos,
o.uy 

-vicg-Pz'inc-ipaL, a.ssures me ivnt it is possibLe to tí;ne-table the students this uay" )

rn qduance of this pLacanent, r uouLd Like to paiz, up the 24
students based on thein Gz,ade rx Mathematies gtad.es, atú. theiz.ï.Q. scores. Fot'this ¿t L)LLL be necessaz,y tâ vnue access to
!.4"!" "Junioz'_.High 

t,ecords. Miss Arnott of" atuer Heights Junioz,
Hùgh vns indieated t?nt she aiLL cooperat-e shouLd yoi giun youo
approuaL.

The puz'p,ose of th'is erpez'iment is to deteymine uhether ueekLy
counseLling peniods (of j.7-minute dtuation) uith each memberof o,ne gr?up of stadents ut-LL haue an effect on r;heiz. attitude
and/or achieuqnent (and adjustmeni) inThe ntgvl school Mal;h
pzlogram. The índiuidual intez,uieus uiLL be s"cheduLed duringttspa'z'es't or out of cLass time. 7ne g,oup of L2 skdents i,s toact as the controL group.

r request uou.v peïmission to conãuet this eæperiment at KeLuinqnd to vtante aeeess to the Jun.ùor High recoz,d.Z of stud.ents c?nsen
foz, the progratn.

EM:Ltct

155 KINGSWAYAVENUE ø WINNIPEG ø MANITOBA O R3M OG3 @TELEPHONE 474-1492



THE WINNIPEG SCHOOL DIVISION NO" 1

Superintende nt' s Department

March 23, 1979.

Mr. E. Me1nyk,
Kelvin High School"

Dear Ed;

with reference to the experiment you would like to conduct with
Grade X Maths classes, I would like you to know that I approve
of the project.

However, one absolute requirement would be that you had the
permission of the parents of the students involved to conduct this
experiment, and permission to have access to the scoïes, etc.
on their record cards for this purpose.

A discussion of your project with the group of parents might be
a procedure used, as might a telephone conveïsation or a letter.

I wish you success with your research paper.

Yours sincerely,

Vaidine G. Johnson,
(A cring) Superintendenr,

YGJ/as Area IiI.

)(
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MATHEMATICS ATTITUDE SCALE

General- Instructions
This questionnaire contains a set of statements des-

cribing attitudes people have toward mathematics.

The questionnaire is NOT a test and it wifl not be

used for grading purposes. rt is designed to measure your

own personal feelings toward mathematics.

Please read each statement carefully and answer by

giving your first reaction to the item. Feel_ free to
answer honestly and frankly as your answers will be kept

confidential. Pfease answer afl items.

How to Answer

Next to each statement are 5 btank spaces, each one

representing a feeling toward the statement.

Sample Strongly Strongly
Agree Agree Neutraf Disagree Disasieê

Pface a check ( ) mark in the space that most closery
represents your feeling to the statement. Do not mark

between the spaceg.

NAME RM. NO.



1. f approach mathematics with a feeling
of hesitation resufting from a fear of
not being able to do it

ATTTTUDE STATEMENT

2. I really like mathematics

3. I am always under a terrific strain
in mathematics classes

+. Mathematics
at the same

5. I have always been afraid of
mathematics

Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagree

6. Mathematics is fascinating and fun

makes me feel secure and
time it is stimulating

7. When I hear the word
I have a feel-ing of

B. I l-ook forward to mathematics
cl-as s es

"mathematics "
dislike

o\
O



9, f have a sense of insecurity when
attempting mathematics

10. My mind goes blank, and I am unable
to think clearly when working at
mathematics

ATTITUDE STATEMENT

11. The feeling
ematics is

L2. Mathematics
I'm l-ost in
and diagrams

13. I feel at ease in mathematics

I have toward math-
a good feeling

Agree Agree Neutraf Disagree Disagiee

I+. It makes me nervous
about having to do
question

makes me feel as though
a jungle of letters
and cannot find my way

L5. Mathematics is one of my favorite
subj ects

16. Mathematics makes me
fortable, restÌess,

to even thínk
a mathematics

feel uncom-
and irritabfe

o\
ts



I7. Mathematics
to me and I
clas s es

18. Mathematics is my most dreaded
subj ect

ATTITUDE STATEMENT

L9. Mathematics is
enjoy a great

is very interesting
enjoy mathematics

20. I feel a definite
to mathematics

something which I
deaf

_ _ Personaf Feelingòïrongry stronglyAgree Agree Neutral Disagree Disagleä

positive reaction

o\
t\)
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lue
3L9 +

-24 +

7.28 x
2 -.-n zr (

o'l o? .:

+1O x

+-l (

GRADE X

78 + 1468 +

+3þ5 =

t-L.o =

=

)L( =

-29 =

+18 =

_ DIAGNOST]C TEST PART A

362t+ =f.
2

).
lL

6.
.)

oo.

o

10.

fI.
12.

l-3.

l.4.

15.

L6.

r7.

18.
'lo

20.

2L.

t')

24.

4
)

Express .875 as a fraction (simplest)

--t lt + -ryo -' l./ -

6+-rr2=..(
2I7 x 593 =

"l

Expres" i¿ as a decimal

+5 x +23 =

-36.*g=
+15 + +22O -*t /

4.3 + Zr.oJ + .ol4 + 19 =

14,879 =

4 as a fraction

=

=

o>oA-
2/.kr/v -

as a decimal

22,348

Express.

-38 - -9
+49 . -?
+37 + -r9
14.375

lllxÞress f
22-t2=ÕL+
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2<

¿o.

2'

.Qz,t) .

2O

30.

3L.

32.

33.

3+.

)).

36.

-18

+29

_t+3

+235

-r4+

The
zeTO

-94

11f
a'>'JtL)ry

B.B9 : 4.68

Express .f3B as a simplest fraction

,)l

T7 -

:+U7=

quotient of
is

t)Á,
-tLv

Express .19999

a) What number

b) 4q/" of what
.lc) 17* is 50%'¿

37. a) The sum of
odd numbers
numbers.

any number and

a simplest fraction

3Ar" or z3??
3

aò

.L¡j

number ís I47?

of what number?

three consecutive
is 65. Find the

b)

c)

Nancy has #+.55 worth of
quarters and dimes. ff she
has 35 coins altogether, how
many more dimes than quarters
does she have?

A student paid $:Z.AO for a
cafculator. The price included
the 5/" safes tax. What was the
cost of the calcufator?
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GRADE X - DIAGNOSTTC TEST PART B
'l rra-I UU 1. Sol-ve the following equations:

a)7-x=16
b) -7(2 - 3x) = 0

c)4x+B=36
d) 4(zn - 3) = 12

e) -4(r - x) = 33 -2x)

f) 2 -4(x+1)=-/(r-x) -1
2. Simplify each of the following expressions:

a) u3b2h4u =

¡) l"v"f =

c)i:r\2 =
l. v/

d) [r-:l*ü 5 
=

, 2 3e) "õ#_ =

f ) (4a) (lab) (-5a) =

g)Bx+9*2*6x=
h)l+9c+2+6c=
i) 3*2 * J + z(xz + Ð =

i) 16 + 5(3d + 2) =

x 2 k) (-2) (-5) (-6) =

t) (4m - 3n2) - (5nz - 6m) =

m) a 3-xy
n) 5a*Z-

7 4m-



6Z

o) 1 2 _
L.\¡ ¿

p) 4n
X

s)2x+1-3x--6-- g- =

r) 6 - 1_

u) 5xrT-/L-O

2
v

11
L

r
ãto=

T

v)t+6
:----F - T.-- ^_ =Ç-( . t,-z
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I\UÞm 6g

I u .[dd: Trr2 + 9rr? - 5:: +. j
res 3 

_xi _ i.i :;3:;:,2 2

2" Su.bilgact: 'lla +- 6c * l+lt - 3t + 56a-Tc*4b+3f+9

l'l ' simplify by remo-v-ing bra.ckets and corlect,ing like terrns

t.(3*2otç:<-j) + (S*-zx2+ta) + (6-sx-3*2)

4" z-{rr2 + }x - Le) 3(, - x.2 + z) + tt(5 - zx)

a5. (x+5)(x+3) + (x+6)(x-6) + (:r+k)/-

11J-" lilame th::ee r+a.¡rs of cÌassifying polyr,omj-als and give one exam'l-e for eachclaisiffition:
I,

.)

c
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rv. Perform the following multiplications (express ansvùer in
simplest terms).
Marks

I r. (-Bu2bc)(7r3b"4rn)

L z. (2xy) (- 3*2 r) (4*y"3)

1 s. 5abc (2ab - 3bc)

2 +. -6*2rr(5o'12 - 4^2n2 + 7*2n3 ¡

2 s. (3x + 7)(2x -9)

t- 6. (7x - 6)(5x * 4)

2 l. (2x - 5)2

2 8. (3x + 2)(2x2 + 5x - 4)

2 9. (a + b + c)(a - b + c)

V. Perform the fo1lowíng dívisíons
Marks

1 1 . (21.3 a2 "¡ (-6 cd3e )-

2 2. (24*2y2 - 18x2y + 3*y) + (-3xY)



NAI{E

'/r
Rl.{, IIO.

uess L' (r) ¡.¿¿: 5a + 2b- lpc + 11 (z) subtract: 6rrl ^ sr| " rr2; - 7, + g

=2 3a-Bb+6c- 5 S.4'- 5^J*x¿+3x-t+
-7a+36*7c- I

11' simplify by remouing ìrrackets and collecting like items"

(r) (zxz-7x+4) + (r"^z-çr?-,\ + (612-Z**9)

(z) (Sa^za+Zc-6) (Sc-:a-t*a+g)

(:) (5x+6y42) - (2y-Jx+Jz) 
"(^:uy)

(4) z(x2+6x-5) + 4(x-x2*3) - j(xz+zx-l)

( ¡) (x+7)("-?) + (x+s)(.x+t) + (*Ð2

111. For the expression 6*3y+z-f

(r) ré,,\ 6åy is called

@ O is catlect the
a)-

-c-o 
x-¡r is called the

(Z) ror the express-lon ,i

'.â". x j-s calt ed the

Ð ¡ is catled the



rv, Ferform the follor.ring muJtipt icati ons

1. (gr3y2r)Ç6ty213)

NAME
(/-

(express âtlst¡r€ï in simplest for.m)

l_"

z" (3un"¡ (-to^2")(-1"2u¡ a/-ø

.)
)e3, 6ty"(3x2 r*zyt3 )

L" *tan3nz çz^n2-5^2n-6*3n3 )

5" (5x+6)(3*,2)

6, (f"-f)(U",+ç)

7 ' {3x+512

8. (e-*-S)(3x2+tx-6)

9" (x+y-z)(x-y+z)

Perform the following divj-sions:

1, 3aa3a"2) = (-9a¡2co)

l+"

TT

A

17

.ì
Õô

ô

I

z" {36x3y*27x2y2u3ry) î Glrry) n



NA},fE

SFTïO}I H: FACTO,R COI@LIITELT

Tõ-
/. \ 2 )(1) 15c-d - rocd'

tz) 2rxyz - z8r;2-y2r2 + lxz

0) o2 BI

(¿) 313 - ?-7

/r\ ^2\)) a I3a + 36

(6) 3"2 + L5c + tg

Û) *2 - 6v¡ 55

/lg) 3r2 rr 6r T2

1ue: 2 marks each
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NAME

ruN!: FÂCTOR COi'fpLETmT

)9
( 1) 21x'y IL\T,'

(z) t5abc z7u2a2 + 3ab

(¡) 12 - 6h

(Ð 
^' + srrr + J-2

(6) 2r2 - tor + rz

0) t2 TL rg

(S) 3r,2 + 3,¡ tg

-=---7
TÔ

'aluq: 2 marks each
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¡t1{i4E

FACTOR TI{E

\<l

H AT,ÊTTr:P4---"ì0

FOLLOI,JI}IG COÏ.tPLITÐLY, BEI¡IARE

22a-jv*m * 2l;.¡-¡p'' * I2t¡rn'

2x rr 10;l + 2I

TTÏE Coi,4}.fot'tr F.¿LCTOR,

I

I
IlcqlrI .{rI c\t

I ,..,+

l$t\
I ri-\

crl
I

{Jta\

e

g
r-l
cd

Þ

I't\\)/

(+)

{r)

{6)

{r)

(s)¡

{s)

{ro)

/- - \tr.tJ

(tz)

{ß)

{\t+)

(15)

-ue: 2 marlcs each

2. -3c 2-8

¿ + m -20

; -z5x

)
2x* - l-O:r t- 12

a--) ^ñ^ <l

9) .)

a-b* - I?-1c'

r,7-,tarl-a-Ta

¿ )).

6*2 + L3:< + 6

ouZ ..- ô^

)'l (n* r )i^-/v ¡ /vuu .r- !2

?. o.t''.0016 #

)

a)., ¿

tJ-\
¡

cú
c.\

I
C\]

(\

l:ltL]I
HI
LlÉt 3
Étl

rl
r{

C\

UÈi

rl
cú

rl
1

$
rl
ca

I
(\¿

(Ú
ta\
Ic\

(d
\o

r/a

Ja zab 5b-



?6

t\ât"ú

cr o 
^l-GEBR¿t

F.A.CTON, TIffi FO],LOI{T¡JG COI.PI4TE],Y" BEI'JAfrE THE coI!4i.íO}I FACTOR.

0)

(tr)

(s)

(6)

( .l\

':rç)

(ro)

(n)

(rz)

1u)

¡ra)

çs)

alue: 2 marics each

2L2 r-ot

a
ct 6l+

+ I?-

5r? + 7,¡ + z

3r; + 2t+

.0144 #

)oLx* >iy 5y'

2
l-ßa* + 28a +15

(r)

lo\

(-,
r-l
¿

J(\
l

C\l

ta\
I

cq

\o

tr\
I

cf\
I

N
a\)

C\

C\

¡-l
(d

Þ

Ì

I

/-¡EIXl(v
I nr+l,r
[-j
\"L

ol
J

rln't

EI

r-l
rl c.\

c)

rl
flJ
Þ



77

l-ues

NAME

RATIONAL EXPRESS]ONS

Simplify by reducing to lowest terms:

Val-ues

r. -65m3n2t
lORm2n

2'J. 2x* - 10x + 12m

2. *2-4_-7_-
x*-7x+10

3

4. 3u3a2 - ^3a

a6. x) - z?_+v

x*+x

?.x2-?x+t2 *2-z*-35 . *2*zx-157-u, x ?-"-n : ffi,

t+xz + Bx+ 3

4*2 r

.24x*-9

.-2--- 

-

ox -tjx+ô

2x2+4x+z
æ.6".ß

)



7B

alues

NAME

RATTONAL EXPRESSTONS

Simplify by reducing to lowest terms:

Vafues
)1. 10Rm"n

------ã- ^/r ) 1.,-o)m-n t

3. 2x2 - Izx + IB
2x2-fOx+Iz

3

l+. 6ra - 2a------:j---:j---

3a)b' - a)b

O. X + X

-v

ô1\

--) a.j4l

2x2 + 6x+ 18

2x2+ 4x+ z

l+

-4

?."?-*L" x x?-x-tz : *?*tox+zt
tz - ?x + Lz t2 - z" - si'- 7* zx - 15

B. 4x2 - I-----;--
4x'+Bx+3

.2. ox - lJx + ô

Ê-)



?9
Exponents

SiurpLífy each of the
negative exponents.
-35I. x . x

^94/v

^

^ Z^+A a-ZbJ. X . X

4. 23 25 :. 24

5. 3-3 35

aaJ .Lo. (-x y)

7 . (-z^2 )

Name

f o11owíng: no ansv¡er to contain
( 1 mark each)

)3

't)

13.

L4"

15.

L6.

L7.

18.

L9.

. /rY .¡'\ 4

f*-*i tt
5
6

10

/"ft. l\v/

64

20

_05x

1
25- 2

-') 1
L -L

(4t
1

?z
16m

2
273

B.
,3L_

o

10.

11.

3t4

I^Irite with all
_/,1. 3m r

R-M
æ84

') _')
2A.B J

:a-8n-7

20.

2L.

))

[,,*'rtl4 o

t _a
õL 

^ 
Jc.z=

&5

]I

)

--) .

-125c
,_l4=

(m + n)l
a.-dJ_

- --I 1
-Lb r 

-.L+

exponents positive ( f + 1 + 2 marks)

Total value - 26



BO

Marks l-.

1 each

g Simplify each of the following:

tñ 2" s/72 3. 7/ø 4, {no

3 s. 2l/n + 3ttTl- 4[7; + 7ffi;

- 
-

z 6" øt/+o 2 ñoo + 36

I 7. s6"3 {Tr

z B. 6{1 (3ñ.-þ 2/1 + sdî)

z Lo. efi+sn)eß-sñ)



B1

1" simpËfy each of the forlor,.rìng: no answer tó contaj:r negative
e4ponents (1 mark each)

Exponents

2rJ-)(-l *--L. J . y

9l+
1^L. d î ct

Name

-?^)v

L2. 2 x2 =

1-2
L3. 5 xI0 :

231+
L6' 

ç).(Ð.€f
Ã
¿-L7. 642:

-l 3
18..252 2:

2-2
2L.82=

-1 0-
22, ró 1- ,16

/+-2

3a + 2b a-b l'*----f*3. x - x : 14. { -LZ5n:
354

l+. 10 10 ;10 : L5, 3x:
õõ.)

/. ) . -
-25Aa.-v. -l . )

23
7. /=39--þ-\ :t4t /

ônl-o. >ã -
/---ro -rt*

9.{%Yt m :

L10. 325:

11. t_

¡*o z 5 ü o
20.i} (x y) i :t: ' __-s

c:8-;")

II. Write with al-I e>çonents positive (f + f + 2 marks)--)
1. 5w

-52
3. 3x v2-3 7=t:2.tr:Zxy

-t
mÍr

Total- value - 26



A Simplify each of rhe following:

rrks 1. /s+ 2. s/12 3.
5

fnz 4. ,Ñ

3 5. 3f,4s + 4/so - ?{LB + 3Æ2s

z 6. s{To + 2fñ - B{*,

1--' 7. 7/t6 x s/ft

2 s. 6{î (3ñ + 2fi - zre)

2 g. (3/3 + 26 )(sÆ - 6)

z Lo. $ß + 3ß)$f3 - 3Æ)



B3
Pre Christmas Cumulative Name

I. Sinplify each of the following:

Lrks
Add.l.2a+8b+4c-9 Sub.2. 5x-7y+Bz-4p+2F

, 3a-7b-2c*6 3x*7y-32-4p+6f
-a-2b* c-4

3. (5*2 - 2x - 4) - 2(x - *2 - 3) + 4 (3x - l - *2)

4. (x+ 5)(x+ 8) + (x - 6)(x - 3) + (x + 9)(x - 4)

5. (x + 5)(x - 5) + (x * Ð2 - (x - 1)' - (* - Ð2

6. Divide ç24*3y2 + t8xy3 - rz*2y2 + 30 xy) + 6xy

7. (*3 + 3*2 -s* - 14) + (x + 2)

8. Factor Completely

,33a) pr-pr

b) c3 +64

c) *2 - 4oo

d) *2**-42

e) 8*2+6x-5

f) 6*2-7x-3



Bt+

Marks o Solve each of

a) 5(r-2)=

the following

6(r - 3)

equations

Símplify
.Ja) c xc

b) (-:rr2t)3

c) (3ror3¡o

d) z5 *22 24

b)

- show all steps

9m-(11-3m)=

d) x-2 1--t-x

f) --2 _0)x5x

^c) 3-x
-L2

h) 81n8t12

Remove negative exponenp

3r -m

25

c) 4__ . 7 L6gy-r=g r-,

e) sy2 - 4y
5

L7
=

¿

10.

I:
5

i)

,-1-34c r¡7



B5

Marks 11. Sirnplify:
ãa) 3l/ 27

c) s/lþF + zttl + 6lt6)

d) $15 + 2 [a)$/5 + 2dí)

L2. Reduce ro lowesr terms (sínplify)

a) *2-7**12
*2-5**6

2 b) 6iso - 2/ll + 4 [6

b) *2*7* *2-4 , vl-S
' ^ :¿ - = -2__--x'-8 2x'+ lgx*28 2x.+4x*g



j'tii"E

Pre Chri slru" Cu.inlilative

)s3 l" Simplijiy eacji o_l ilre fol_Ior.,,ing:

" fr) Âdds 33+lV^62,.t_ (z)su¡tract! 5a_4_br_ód+ e*3f/- \- /

:t"i- tr-92.-)

1 (3) (3rr2 - \:: .:. 6) : 2(:: * ,.-2 - T) -{. t*(l - ,.2 * z-r7

r (4) (>r+6)(x-r2) + (r,*5)("*z) + (x+B)(*-r)

r (6) pivi4e: :ra3b2 + 35a2a To2b2 + 14ab by _fab

{f) (,å u 3rr2 * 5:: - r[) + (x + 2)

"2 {8) Factor Compt-etely (2marks each)

(u) 3t2y ^ r2>:y2 + rgr2-y2

(b) *2 - 4oc

(r) n3 + I?-5

{o) 6'2 - 7y. - 3

{e) ex2 + 6,-: ^ J

çt1 t-tz - 'r ot, + 12

W



B?
I'iA.l:"'iÐ

gsi (9) Soh¡e each of 'r,he follor^ring equations - shoi: all steps

(u) 7fu - ?) = 5(z.n - h) (¡) 9-2 (zl-r) =jt

(') , --
-T

(

(*) 1oa2 + 9a
10

(10) Simpfify;
/\ 3 Ita/ c- xc

(¡) Gsn2t73

( ") (tri%3¡o

(¿) z5 * z2 : 2t,

(") (d_
5P}T

7-_

91T
J_b-3

_2-)a -l&----
1'.7

-ã

{t) s'2 * 50 *

.1q a 

-t
- x2-&

Btr.Btl2

Remove negative exponenis

1
?)

{s)

(t )

(i)

)

l+

) LL l"t
I^-l



ÕÕ
i{Ai.{E

)s 3 l-1" Simplify:

(u) 3h-n

(¡) et,ñ ^ zlE ., u/ao

(") sE 06 -F zE + ai-a)

{a) (stT rr zfÐU6 + 2lã)

12" Reduce to l-or.;es'' terms (simplify)

.)
(*)*l-Jx+L2

------=rr _)x+ b

c.\(b)d+Tz: :(- ,'-h , ,:+5x.t.rf 2_ nëiî-Ë: î f,ffig
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9o

Date T ime

I NTERV I EW SCHEDULE

Subject Number lnferview No"

1. Revîew of progress in last two weeks:

a. student report -

b. teacher report -

2. Recenf progress in the context of the yearrs wonk:

3. what will be done in order fo confinue and improve progress?

a. student suggestîons -

b. feacher suggestîons -

4. Spec i a I a reas of concern :

a. organizaTîon of study time -

b . tes-l p repa rat ion -

c. source of remedial work -

5. Summary:

where i s studenl al and what goa I s have been set for the nexl
12-day per i od ?
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o2

RESULTS
AND

OF ACHIEVEMENT MEASURES
4 II¿oIvTH FOLLOVÌI-UP TTMES

AT POST EXPER]MENTAL
(AS PERCENTACES)

Subi ect Post Experimental 4 Month Folfow-U

6L

4z

H-- 64

ry2c--)I

Hz

crB

77 6g

B2

t+0

()

)t
7+

'u
.tr/'+
ô
" 2r)

_ çl

H-)
(1"10

4T6t

69

.) É.()

B4

76

7B

H-
Õ

o

Hto

ctz
79

oÕ

6Z

o(.,

Htt

Htz ()

o5

o5

57

LIl-t- ^.Lö

-Y

79

oJ

53

6o

59

4g

66

59

Hzz

czz

H denotes experimental group
denotes control group

Note:
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RE$ULTS OF ATTITUDE SCALE ADMINISTRATION

Subject Pre-Test Post-Test 4 Month Fol_fow-Up

H--))

9:.

64

6B

60

at

5r

7L

Hz

crB

9t

B?

R2

97

BB

96

LTtt4

c^^.(

60

6z

77

6o

46

6o

70

Z6

6Z

66

12

5o

H.)
cto

BB

r'1 11

7B B5

BB

H.()
U.

ô

63

t+B

65

)o

4I

4Z

Hto

ctz

LI
"f1
,?

5r

5o

o)

6Z

5B

/.

Htz
(r."t7

63

BO

64

BO

6g

7B

75

6g

(.

o¿

QA

6B

IJ
"rB

5+

4B

6454

5o

H^^

C^^aa

TJit
C

denotes experimental group
denotes control_ group

Note:


